Downtown Crossing - Overview
Downtown Crossing

• Design is 97% complete
• Construction is 36% complete
• On schedule for substantial completion in December 2016
Section 1: KY Approach

- Traffic moved in June to new roadway (collector-distributor) built west of I-65
- I-65 reduced to two through lanes of traffic
- New lanes of I-65 South currently being built between existing I-65 South and I-65 North
Section 2: New I-65 Bridge

- All drilled shafts are complete
- Current tower heights:
  - Tower 5: 125 feet
  - Tower 4: 50 feet
  - Tower 3: 10 feet
- Tower 5 reaches full height of 230’ this year
- Setting structural steel in late 2014
Section 3: IN Approach

- Clark Memorial closed to rebuild the Indiana approach
- Reopened nearly a week early with new US 31 entrance and exit ramps to and from Court Avenue in use
- Upcoming lane restrictions on I-65
Staying Informed

- www.kyinbridges.com
- E-blasts and text alerts
- Twice-weekly traffic updates
- Louisville Downtown Bridge
- @LouDntwn Bridge
- 1-888-ORB-1993
- Project tours
- Regular media updates